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Subject: Section 7 Charter challenge to CDSA charges

Summary: Accused is charged with possession for the purpose of trafficking and
cultivating marihuana as a result of the search of his residence in
November 2006.  He has three serious medical conditions and uses
marihuana to deal with them.  After the search, he commenced an
application to possess and cultivate marihuana with the assistance of
his supporting physician.  He did not complete the application
process.  He challenges the constitutionality of the charges under
Section 7 of the Charter, relying on declaration by some other Courts
that the Marihuana Medical Access Regulations (MMAR) do not
adequate provide legal access to marihuana for those who need it for
medical purposes.

Issues: 1. Is the Accused’s right to liberty and security of the person
under Section 7 of the Charter engaged by CDSA?

2. Do the MMAR, as presently implemented by state policy,
satisfy the principles of fundamental justice?



Results: 1. The Accused’s right to liberty and security of the person
under Section 7 is engaged by the CDSA.

2. There was no evidence to this Court that the MMAR, as
presently implemented by Government policy, arbitrarily, that
is, contrary to the principles of fundamental justice, restrict
the accused access to obtain authority to possess and produce
marihuana for medical purposes, or his access to a legal
supply of marihuana.  The Court rejected the analysis in
recent decisions in Long (OCJ) and Sfetkopoulos (FC).

Application is dismissed.
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